
About the Book 

Dancing Forever with Spirit continues the saga of the author’s spiritual awakening that began when he was 

confronted on the street by a homeless man named Albert who turned out to be a wise spirit in disguise—an 

emissary from the spirit world. The author’s first book, Dancing on a Stamp, recounts his bizarre encoun-

ter with Albert and the provocative dialogue that ensued as Albert disclosed startling new revelations about 

our true nature as eternal souls, the reason we chose to experience a human journey on Earth, and the role 

of the Creator in the ebb and flow of the Universe.  

In Dancing Forever with Spirit, the author describes his most recent exploits with Albert who appeared in 

his bedroom room one night to guide him on a series of out-of-body adventures to explore a dazzling white 

city on the Spirit Side, other planets in the galaxy with intriguing life forms, and some of the far-flung re-

gions of our planet that suffer from human abuse. These fascinating astral excursions included a visit to a 

water planet where the resident cetaceans implore humans to stop the carnage of their cousins on Earth, a 

rendezvous with a benevolent race of extra-terrestrial beings who have been observing Earth for eons, and a 

trip to another dimension to observe the idyllic world of humans who have made the shift to the New Earth. 

With guidance from Albert, the author gains access to the Akashic Records (which contain the history of 

every life in the Universe) to view some gripping episodes from several of his previous lives that were often 

tragic but always enthralling and thought-provoking, and to sneak a glimpse into the secret life of Jesus. 

These nightly escapades with Albert were designed to rouse us from our callous stupor by displaying some 

of the inexcusable abuse humans inflict on Mother Earth, the other creatures on our planet, and on other 

humans, with the hope that we will renounce the dark side of humanity in favour of spiritual enlightenment. 

Albert cautions that we must be extra vigilant at this stage of human development lest we let our negative 

emotions run amok and destroy all life on our planet. But Albert explains that we can avoid this catastrophe 

(with a little help from our extra-terrestrial friends and the good spirits who watch over us) by a concerted 

effort on our part to discard our guilt and fear (and all the other negative emotions that plague humanity) 

and embrace love and compassion for everyone and everything around us. If we proceed down this path, we 

will raise our vibrations and expand our consciousness in order to transition to the New Earth, where we 

will enjoy life filled with love, peace, and harmony. 

Dancing Forever with Spirit is a call to action for humanity—a plea from Spirit for humans to wake up and 

recognize the harm caused by their actions and neglect, so they can focus their energy on helping them-

selves and everyone else make the transition to the New Earth. 

Website:  www.garnetschulhauser.com     Email: contact@garnetschulhauser.com 

Facebook:   https://www.facebook.com/DancingOnAStamp 

YouTube:   http://www.youtube.com/user/GarnetSchulhauser 
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